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Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history survey
course because it works in the classroom. A single-author
text by a leader in the field, Give Me Liberty! delivers an
authoritative, accessible, concise, and integrated American
history. Updated with powerful new scholarship on
borderlands and the West, the Fifth Edition brings new
interactive History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for
History, the award-winning adaptive quizzing tool. The bestselling Seagull Edition is also available in full color for the first
time.
Drawing on the South African case, this book looks at shifts in
higher education around the world in the last two decades. In
South Africa, calls for transformation have been heard in the
university since the last days of apartheid. Similar claims for
quality higher education to be made available to all have
been made across the African continent. In spite of this,
inequalities remain and many would argue that these have
been exacerbated during the Covid pandemic. Understanding
Higher Education responds to these calls by arguing for a
social account of teaching and learning by contesting
dominant understandings of students as 'decontextualised
learners' premised on the idea that the university is a
meritocracy. This book tackles the issue of teaching and
learning by looking both within and beyond the classroom. It
looks at how higher education policies emerged from the
notion of the knowledge economy in the newly democratic
South Africa, and how national qualification frameworks and
other processes brought the country more closely into
conversation with the global order. The effects of this on
staffing and curriculum structures are considered alongside a
proposition for alternative ways of understanding the role of
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higher education in society.
Unit Workbook for Fundamentals of Psychology
Drawing on previously unused primary sources, this book
paints an intimate and vivid portrait of Palestinian society on
the eve of modernity. Through the voices of merchants,
peasants, and Ottoman officials, Beshara Doumani offers a
major revision of standard interpretations of Ottoman history
by investigating the ways in which urban-rural dynamics in a
provincial setting appropriated and gave meaning to the
larger forces of Ottoman rule and European economic
expansion. He traces the relationship between culture,
politics, and economic change by looking at how merchant
families constructed trade networks and cultivated political
power, and by showing how peasants defined their identity
and formulated their notions of justice and political authority.
Original and accessible, this study challenges nationalist
constructions of history and provides a context for
understanding the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. It is also the first
comprehensive work on the Nablus region, Palestine's trade,
manufacturing, and agricultural heartland, and a bastion of
local autonomy. Doumani rediscovers Palestine by writing the
inhabitants of this ancient land into history.
This book contains eight papers from a detailed study of
technical college provision in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa,
that raised the following four issues relevant to the
transformation of technical colleges across South Africa: (1)
the teaching and learning environment at technical colleges is
suboptimal; (2) social relations at the technical colleges are
tense, with few institutions having successfully come to terms
with the rapid deracialization of student enrollments in recent
years; (3) the labor market surrounding technical colleges
appears totally dysfunctional, with few students obtaining
employment after technical college training; and (4) the
separate development policies of the past necessitate
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institutional restructuring. The following papers are included:
"A Study of Technical Colleges in KwaZulu-Natal: A
Methodological Introduction" (Andre Kraak, Graham Hall);
"Problems Facing Further Education and Training" (Andre
Kraak); "Planning Imperative: New Policy Framework in FET
[Further Education and Training]" (Andre Kraak); "SocioEconomic and Educational Profile of KwaZulu-Natal" (Nisaar
Mahomed); "Quantitative Overview of the Technical Colleges
of KwaZulu-Natal" (Graham Hall); "Learning, Teaching and
Management Environment: Evidence from Qualitative
Studies" (Andre Kraak); "Autonomy and Responsiveness:
Evidence from the Qualitative Case Studies" (Andre Kraak);
and "Critical Overview: The Need for Labour Market and
Institutional Reform" (Andre Kraak). The bibliography
contains 52 references. (MN)
This monograph explores the scope for greater private sector
participation in the provision of criminal justice services
through outsourcing schemes. This includes an analysis of
the concept of outsourcing, its risks and benefits, and a
discussion of the South African government's outsourcing
policy.
Improving Manufacturing Performance in South Africa
One third of the world's soils have already been degraded.
The burden on the land continues to grow under the
combined pressures of demography, urbanization,
artificialization and mining, and there are increased demands
on agricultural land: changing dietary preferences, land
speculation, as well as new demands for agroenergy, fiber,
green chemistry, and more. Resulting issues such as soil
crusting, water and wind erosion, soil salinization and soil
acidity therefore constitute a major threat. The authors of this
book present the main processes and factors of soil
degradation, different ways to prevent it and methods of
rehabilitation. The book also deals with the origin and
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processes of metallic and organic soil pollution as well as
methods of phytoremediation and restoration. It is one of the
few books to explore the issue of soil artificialization and
urban soil management and to highlight how agricultural and
urban waste can be used to amend and fertilize cultivated
soils.

The Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) college environment is marked by
increasingly stark juxtapositions between what
needs to be achieved in the post-school education
sector and the increasing difficulty of current
conditions. The ‘triple challenge’ of poverty,
inequality and unemployment weighs heavily on the
social, political and economic fabric of the country
and expectations are high that the TVET colleges
can make a pivotal contribution to counter these
challenges. Despite laudable increases in TVET
enrolment, the education system needs to work
harder to accommodate the weight of demand for
post school further education and training (FET)
band qualifications from young people not in
education, employment or training. At the same time,
it is vital to secure adequate quality in TVET
programmes which depend so much on the
competence and commitment of college lecturers.
This collection offers a set of research papers that
provide new analytic and empirical material on: •
The political economy of TVET types in different
countries which, by comparison, illuminate the South
African case; • A periodisation
of government
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interventions in the TVET sector over the last three
decades; • The unsettled state and status of TVET
lecturers in relation to their job requirements and
conditions of service; • The halting evolution of
collegial relationships between college lecturers
towards higher collegiality; • Employer expectations
of college graduates and how colleges are
responding; and • An analysis of the outcomes of a
college improvement intervention in Limpopo and the
Eastern Cape. This book will offer valuable
information and insights for decision-makers as well
as analysts of institutional change concerning links
between education and economic growth, with
particular regard to TVET graduates’ employment
rates.
This manual (most of whose modules were originally
published 2001-2002) aims at strengthening various
aspects of irrigation development, mainly
emphasizing the engineering, agronomic and
economic aspects of smallholder irrigation, in view of
the limited practical references available in this area.
It also introduces the irrigation practitioner to the
social, health and environmental aspects, providing
a bridge between the various disciplines involved in
irrigation development.--Publisher's description.
This book explores a century of business
development of The South African Life Assurance
Company, from a specific local focus to a national
conglomerate expanding into global insurance
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markets. Established as a strategic vehicle to
address Afrikaner economic marginalization and
abject poverty at the beginning of the twentieth
century, Sanlam has displayed both path
dependence and a dynamic adaptability to complex
changing contexts to become a global player. The
strategic convergence of economic empowerment
through the mobilization of savings into insurance
products, as well as Afrikaner nationalism, assisted
this growth. Sanlam has played an a-typical role in
the economic empowerment of an ethnic entity
through extensive investments into the industrializing
South African economy. This strategic diversion
created operational limitations that were only
resolved early in the twenty-first century. As
globalization, financial deregulation, and weakened
Afrikaner political and social hegemony manifested,
strategic change management relied on the path
dependence of empowerment strategies to address
new markets with similar needs to those of the early
stakeholder market of 1918. The former mutual life
office demutualized operations to become a
diversified financial services group of companies
operating across almost the entire African continent,
as well as in India, Malaysia, and the UK. This
volume presents a business history of strategic
management of an insurance enterprise, and its
transformation from a defined cultural context into an
international empowerment strategy through
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innovation on all levels of business operation and
organization. This book is an Open Access
publication, available online under a CC BY-NC-ND
4.0 license.
In business, recruiting the right leaders at the right
time is the competitive advantage. Leadership
Recruiting is the first authoritative guide to doing so,
every step of the way, for rapidly growing small
companies to Global 100 conglomerates. What once
was unmanaged, or managed by instinct, can now
be driven by 25 years of research with many of the
world's leading organizations. All executives can
benefit, as candidates for new positions, as
managers responsible for hiring senior executives, or
as executive recruiters charged with managing the
hiring process. Authors Simon Mullins and David
Lord, CEO and Founder, respectively, of the
Executive Search Information Exchange (ESIX.org),
deliver what works before and after a decision to find
the right person to address a management need.
Leadership Recruiting takes the hiring organization's
view, independent of the interests of executive
search and consulting firms but with a full
appreciation of how and when to engage consultants
and how to build an in-house capability, so central to
any company's future. It's a business-school course
in 182 pages, indispensable for hiring managers and
HR executives. In fact, any aspiring business leader
can learn here the inside scoop on how this
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sometimes-mysterious, all-important activity works or at least should work! Leadership Recruiting will
soon be seen on the Zoom(TM) meeting bookshelf
backdrops of top HR officers and Directors of
Executive Recruiting worldwide. For more, see
ESIX.org
Written in an informative and jargon-free style, this
book is guided by principles of good practice and
covers the relevant theory to deal with the essential
aspects of designing a course. Important areas
covered include: learning levels and outcomes
aligning learning and teaching strategies
assessment methods course management C&IT
resources. In this concise guide, the authors look to
the future in terms of integration of computing and
technology in course design and consider the
promotion of student learning, the diversity of the
student body and the need to create inclusive
learning environments.
In our rapidly urbanizing global society, solid waste
management will be a key challenge facing all the
world's cities. This title provides a fresh perspective
and data on one of the biggest issues in urban
development.
Steven Silbiger has distilled the material of the ten
most popular business schools in order to teach
readers the language of business. At the rate of one
easy-to-understand chapter a day, this book will
enable readers to absorb the material, speak the
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language, and, most importantly, acquire the
confidence and expertise needed to get ahead in the
competitive business world.
In what ways does access to undergraduate
education have a transformative impact on people
and societies? What conditions are required for this
impact to occur? What are the pathways from an
undergraduate education to the public good,
including inclusive economic development? These
questions have particular resonance in the South
African higher education context, which is attempting
to tackle the challenges of widening access and
improving completion rates in in a system in which
the segregations of the apartheid years are still
apparent. Higher education is recognised in core
legislation as having a distinctive and crucial role in
building post-apartheid society. Undergraduate
education is seen as central to addressing skills
shortages in South Africa. It is also seen to yield
significant social returns, including a consistent
positive impact on societal institutions and the
development of a range of capabilities that have
public, as well as private, benefits. This book offers
comprehensive contemporary evidence that allows
for a fresh engagement with these pressing issues.
How Immigrants Contribute to Developing Countries'
Economies is the result of a project carried out by
the OECD Development Centre and the International
Labour Organization, with support from the
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European Union. The report covers the ten project
partner countries.
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